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Abstract

This paper details software tools developed to remotely command experimental apparatus, and to acquire and visualize the associated data in soft real time. The work was undertaken because commercial products failed to meet the needs. This work has identified six key factors intrinsic to development of quality research laboratory software. Capabilities include access to all new instrument functions without any programming or dependence on others to write drivers or virtual instruments, simple full screen text-based experiment configuration and control user interface, months of continuous experiment run-times, order of 1% CPU load for condensed matter physics experiment described here, very little imposition of software tool choices on remote users, and total remote control from anywhere in the world over the Internet or from home on a 56 Kb modem as if the user is sitting in the laboratory. This work yielded a set of simple robust tools that are highly reliable, resource conserving, extensible, and versatile, with a uniform simple interface.

1 Introduction

A common task of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) microgravity laboratories is to develop and improve scientific instrumentation supporting peer-reviewed research that may occur in either Earth- or space-based laboratories. Many of these instrument packages have been a combination of specialized hardware and custom software. Driving needs for this instrumentation are (1) remote operations capability (telescience), (2) versatile configuration with minimal software modification, (3) reusability, and (4) simplicity and familiarity of operations for scientists. Given such motivations, a moderately paced and deliberate evolution of well-designed, tested, and extensible software will be the least expensive path producing the most robust toolset.

1.1 Background

Telescience may be generally defined as the ability to provide geographically scattered researchers with viewable data and a means by which to command instruments in a near real time capacity termed "soft real time". NASA has been involved in developing telescience for decades [1]. Historically tests have been conducted within the context of controlling satellites [2]. More recently microgravity science shuttle missions have expanded telescience for remote control of many common experiments concurrently [3].

The authors have had direct experience with four microgravity telescience-based missions in the early 1990's: the International Microgravity Laboratory (IML1 and IML2) and the United States Microgravity Payload (USMP2 and USMP3). On these missions commanding was done by the ground support teams with a finite set of manually controlled scripts sent via a dedicated network to a broadcast center and subsequently transmitted to the scientific apparatus onboard the shuttle. Results were piped down from the
shuttle through the dedicated network to the scientist teams in the ground operations center where they were viewed, stored, and used in analyses. Results from the analyses allowed researchers to make numerous decisions on modifying the course of their experiment. The missions were highly successful with IML2 being heralded as the then longest manned telescience mission [4].

A valuable windfall from these microgravity related space missions was a freeware-based data visualization tool that implemented the stripcharting of live mission data. This software has been well received, has been used on several successive flights, and is still being used today. It is this kind of low-cost software reuse and remote capability that are prime motivators in this software design and provide a working model for what is possible.

1.2 Current Experiment

The present ground-based experiments employ phase shifting interferometry in the study of the thermal diffusivity of near-critical pure fluids. Figure 1 depicts the current lab configuration. This figure is abstracted to represent only those connections between devices relevant to this discussion. The computer controlling the experiment is a 200 MHz Pentium PC with 64 MB of memory, 3 GB of disk storage, a video frame grabbing board (FG), an IEEE general purpose interface bus (GPIB) card, and a network interface card (NIC). The GPIB card transfers commands to and gathers data from two precision 10-channel multimeters, and a 4-channel digital-to-analog (D-to-A) converter. The FG interacts with a free running charge coupled device (CCD) video camera with a field of view of the test cell. Images are captured in batches of 16 at intervals. The images are 540×480 8-bit greyscale pixels. The 16-bit D-to-A converter controls two very stable DC power supplies that power the heaters located in the shells surrounding the test cell. Two more channels of the D-to-A converter control the amplitude of the square wave voltage applied to the liquid crystal phase retarder (LCC).

![Figure 1: Lab configuration](image-url)
The interferometry requires square wave amplitude control of the voltage applied to the LCC and a 5 frame per sec image capture rate to adequately measure the thermodynamic equilibration on interest. The temperature control requires active feedback proportional-integral-differential (PID) controls on two thermostat shells for ±50 μC RMS stable temperature over 60-hr runtimes on the innermost shell. To confirm or modify experiment progress, sample temperature along with 16 other variables and captured images must be viewed during the 60-hr runs (typically over weekends). Therefore, full command and data viewing is needed over the Internet via a low bandwidth modem. One must be able to log in and out without any affect on the running processes.

In summary, there are two to four physical devices interacting with two to seven processes over days and weeks of operation. Any process can be terminated or started with any number of instances of any process at any time. Some FG operations are time critical to the 10 ms level. The computer is not heavily loaded by the processes. Remote access is identical to being in the lab at the computer even over a modem.

The remainder of this paper will describe the authors' prior experience with software control of experiments, motivations for choices with respect to robust data acquisition, specific software design and implementation paradigm, successes of this approach, and conclusions from this work.

2 Previous Solutions and Lessons Learned

The suite of data acquisition tools developed are now in their third revision. The first version was generated using Windows NT and LabView. However, the learning curve and maintenance requirements, as well as vendor upgrade frequency, exceeded frustration thresholds. This original data acquisition suite required a dedicated person committed to grooming and maintaining the system. Changes to the system, for example, adding new instrument hardware or reconfiguring channel attributes, required a rewrite and recompile of the source code. Perhaps the greatest difficulty lay in the fact that one was largely incapable of remotely accessing the system to either query the state of long duration experimental runs or to perform any commanding of instruments.

2.1 Graphical User Interfaced and Windowing Environments

GUI development tools, which promise a shorter time to move code into production, failed to produce a good fit to the scientists' expectations. Specifically, it was found that these environments were nonintuitive.

For example, GUI's hide the "how" of software execution from a researcher. That is contrary to the research instinct. Note that when tool design fails "to provide good conceptual models" or "make things visible", then humans have a difficult time in understanding how to use the tool and fail to discover all possible functions that may exist [5].

"Technology offers the potential to make life easier and more enjoyable; each new technology provides increased benefits. At the same time, added complexities arise to increase our difficulty and frustration. The development of a technology tends to follow a U-shaped curve of complexity: starting high; dropping to a low, comfortable level, then climbing again. New kinds of devices are complex and difficult to use. As technicians become more competent and an industry matures, devices become simpler, more reliable, and more powerful. But then, after the industry has stabilized, newcomers figure out how to add increased power and capability, but always at the expense of added complexity and sometimes decreased reliability." [5]

Experience has demonstrated that GUI programs grow much as flowcharts do. Flowcharts; however, failed to be used effectively because they grew without bounds in all directions. GUI programs, too, may spread over a large number of pages and be several layers of instructions deep. Many times these programs are nonplanar requiring control lines to cross each other over and over again. This tends to create a mesh which is, at best, difficult to follow. It is reminiscent of "spaghetti code" [1.6], which was a result of programmers abusing the unconditional branch statement within their programs. The result is that production grade
GUI programs written in windowing environments are often difficult to modify, maintain, and difficult to demonstrate reliable.

It is the authors' view that there is a lack of clear design principles for GUI programming. Without clear design principles one finds oneself in a situation much as with early programming attempts, that is, programmers are pushed into a mind set of “code and fix” [6]. This model fails to be effective as it often leads to poorly written code that is expensive to maintain. Worse still such coding paradigms lead to code that is almost impossible to demonstrate as correct and hence unreliable [6]. If circuit design methods could help to control some of the design issues then it would be a great merging of what has traditionally been two disparate groups. Unfortunately, too few programmers have the experience with circuit design techniques to adequately design within a GUI programming environment. While significant strides are being made [1,7] these have yet to become widely adopted.

In summary, the authors found that the unneeded complexity of the GUI interface and underlying code should be avoided. This made software development quicker with higher performing code while keeping the user interface simple and more predictable.

2.2 Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) Software

Commercial data acquisition, plotting, and image viewing and processing packages under Windows-XX or MAC-OS suffer from being proprietary with some excessive licensing schemes. As such, details of critical algorithms are kept out of the reach of researchers. When this proprietary black box approach becomes a strategy for defining a market niche, it severely hampers the ability of the researcher to understand the data being presented by the software. Unexpected results are common in pioneering science. When a researcher sees unexpected results, then all elements of the data collection are re-examined. Any hidden elements block the research progress. Commercial software with its hidden functions block research.

Software that supports instrumentation is rarely sufficient in its present state. Constant improvement is sought. To do this researchers need the ability to change current software functions, but only in areas of their choosing. It is tedious to be caught in the vendor loop of constant upgrades and compatibility issues for functional upgrades of no interest.

Commercial software support for sharing scientific results via teleconference has been limited. Commercial software usually has bloated proprietary data formats that slow data transmission and require the same software by everyone. Historically, only UNIX systems have allowed reasonably secure live data sharing over the Internet. Recent open-source UNIX systems have enabled easy low-cost data exchange. Readily available source code and algorithms, efficient software, graphical functions as needed, data formats that all can read and view, and mature tools motivated by function and not marketing, illustrate some of the richness that this environment provides. Open-source software gives the researcher much that commercial software does not.

2.3 Operating System Choices

Real time issues are crucial to good experiment control. Yet, as obvious as this is, most GUI environments do not allow users to have complete control over critical timing issues [1]. Screen updates, mouse motions, and disk updates can interfere with the user application. The workaround is to set the data acquisition machine aside so as to be usable only by the experiment. However, this solution is extreme for many purposes. Much work is being conducted in this area with the result that many of the most popular operating systems (OSs) are recently providing a form of soft real time environment [8-13]. As expected, some OSs accomplish this functionality more readily than others. In particular, UNIX environments [14] offer a strong solution as they (1) allow priority setting by users, (2) provide robust, reliable, secure Internet remote access, and (3) support “mature” multitasking [9,10,12,15-17]. Others do not offer these nearly as well or completely. They are forever making half steps towards such features at the expense of users.
2.4 Custom Software

Custom software can be costly, often nonintuitive, frequently characterized as a dedicated solution, and often not reusable without being deliberately targeted for that at inception. If done poorly it is difficult to modify and maintain, and often ties a researcher to a particular programming group. Solutions done "in house" frequently lack the more sophisticated GUI interfaces but benefit from being nearer the problem and having the ultimate consumer of the product near at hand to guide development. While solutions “contracted out” may sport the more elegant user interface but require much more energy to keep the communication channels open between developer and researcher to ensure satisfaction is achieved. The authors’ preference is to develop solutions in house so as to have a much stronger understanding of the processes and their implementation. Cost is kept low by the simplicity of code and the utilization of mature software tools already developed.

Historically, the approach most often taken has been to determine what functions are required from the available devices, learn how to communicate with those devices, learn the syntax of the commands unique to each device, sort through the myriad options and possible permutations of command syntax, pick a handful of useful instructions and associated parameters, embed them in the software and release it into production. This “typical” approach suffers from a number of difficulties not the least of which is the tight coupling of instrument commands within the source. The result is that if new functions are required, a reworking of the program source is also required. Frequently this is seen as too difficult. What is more likely to be done is that some parameters for the preselected instructions are allowed to be dynamically set but the full instrument capability is usually lost.

GUI software and real time operating systems are still maturing. Currently, no one offering is universally better than any other. Software that is expected to be more than a “quick and dirty” solution will be custom designed incorporating tools that have a history of reliable performance. Yet custom software will provide the best fit to the scientists’ needs only if carefully managed through to completion. As researchers’ expectations of software mature software specifications will become more forthright. Developers need a disciplined approach that provides a solid design paradigm, involves the researcher throughout the development process, and also is sensitive to the researchers’ perceptions of function, utility, and learning styles.

3 Critical Factors Driving Software Specifications

As a direct consequence of this history, six key factors governing software design and programming methodology have been identified. The first factor focuses on software design and implementation requiring that the software be sufficient to accomplish the tasks required, easy to modify, and easy to maintain. Moreover, the software must be fully open to the user at any level. The method for adding extensions to the software must be clear, repeatable, and stable. There must also be provision made for error recovery and critical system failures, that is, there needs to exist a high degree of “fault tolerance.” A second factor focuses on reliability and performance of the software requiring that it can run for indeterminant times with any frequency of user interaction. It also requires responsive and robust multitasking. Third, command and control requires that users must be able to initiate, terminate, and alter the behavior of processes and devices “on the fly”. The interface must be familiar to the researcher, using natural metaphors. Fourth, the visualization system must provide sufficient and clear information so as to allow its users to ascertain its state at a glance. This is related partly to data visualization and partly to command status behavior. Fifth, the system must be operable remotely by many users “simultaneously” without conflict or unnecessary delay. This facility should not require excessive communications resources and should accommodate users with relatively low bandwidth connections. Finally, sixth, the system must log data that is usable on diverse computing platforms remotely or locally and within a variety of third party analysis software without rework. The following sections address these factors in more detail.
3.1 Software Design and Implementation

The designers need to think of creating tools that will have a useful life expectancy in excess of 10 years before major changes are required. Design must be done with a foreknowledge that systems developed will be required to (1) be extensible by multiple developers, (2) be readily adaptable to new instruments and technologies as they become needed, (3) have a stable user interface, and (4) interact with devices and functions in repeatable ways to avoid user re-learning curves. Since multiple programmers will be involved in maintaining and enhancing this software suite, documentation must be done concurrent with program development. It is widely accepted that good design for usable systems is best done in conjunction with such writing [18]. In addition, authoring of source code should make use of existing programming paradigms that stress decomposition of complex problems into simpler modules, prototyping, walkthroughs, and encourage frequent user involvement [6]. The outcome will be to produce code that is readily comprehensible and reliable, and to improve the likelihood of catching errors early in the software development lifecycle.

Specifically, this factor requires that the software be designed such that the addition of new instruments does not require a rewrite of existing, working software. Time to incorporate new instruments into experiments must be minimized. To achieve these goals one must disentangle the instrument’s command language from being “hard coded” into the controlling software. To allow facility for additional (possibly unknown) instruments a small scripting language with instrument configuration capability must be designed into the solution. This scripting must be readily comprehensible by users. It must be sufficiently open-ended to allow for an arbitrary number of variable length commands to be stored and ultimately issued to the corresponding devices. In this instance it implies allowing for the reconfiguration of instruments even while the software is running.

3.2 Reliability and Performance

In the current configuration the system runs for weeks and months at a time with 3-day interferometry sequences mingled in. Data log files must be protected from computer hardware failure. Event timing must be deterministic once the controlling software receives a command. Process prioritization must allow the key processes to supersede most operating system processes (e.g., mouse movement). Process CPU cycles should be very small so that running experiments may be controlled and data viewed with perhaps 10 to 20 percent CPU load even on low-end machines (e.g., 80486 processors). Multiple processes will start, stop, and execute at any time therefore they must neither interfere with nor overrun each other. One should be able to run multiple experiments or other tasks on the computer without system failures or loss of execution determinism in the experiment. The system must not allow temperature or any other critical process to “run away.” The system must be capable of automatically shutting down under such conditions. This is especially true if this system is to be used on shuttle or Space Station missions.

The system will be implemented in stages with testing being performed at multiple levels. The programmers will be responsible for programming defensively, incorporating frequent incremental checks, employing “test coverage”, etc. [19]. The researchers will test the functionality and system performance. Finally, if the software moves on to Space Station science use it will undergo numerous simulations and bounds checking.

3.3 Command and Control

This software suite should separate processes running concurrently in a multitasking environment, each controlling its own device [20]. Processes will need to communicate with each other as well as be interfaced with the user. Users anticipate the need to be able to change the setup profiles of instruments while the experiment is running and to do so without restarting the experiment. Similarly runtime scripts that control instrument execution may be changed by the user at any time. This enables starting a new experiment from an already running experiment.

The command interface must be simple and intuitive [21,22]. Instruments should be able to be started and terminated remotely. They should survive logoff of any terminal session. In fact any process should be able to be started or terminated without adversely impacting any other running process. The interface may
be replicated by multiple users in various locations and should reflect the current status to all users logged in simultaneously.

3.4 Data Visualization and Experiment Status

Data values are usually viewed as a function of time and sometimes as a function of each other. Strip charts do this well. Images are the biggest consumer of computer resources and must not be biased by any processing for storage (e.g., lossy versus lossless). In all cases live data graphics are preferred over tables and blinking numbers. This work to date has not had to handle animated surfaces or live video. There is nothing in this software that prohibits that future capability. Another requirement is portability of data files between OSs and applications. A particular strength of portable data log files is that one is not limited in choices of display software. Stripchart display tools should be allowed or enabled either on the remote terminal or on the lab host based on user choice. Process command and control interfaces should be constrained to full-window text-based tools to improve communication performance and enable simplicity with extensibility for remote and local users alike.

3.5 Remote Operations Capability

This work has involved multinational users. It is a goal to provide members of any research team from around the world the ability to access and interact with what is done in the lab. Furthermore, it is intended that these systems be designed as a means for potential education outreach. Systems such as these could become a mechanism by which school systems find ways to involve students in research projects using equipment and facilities that they could not afford to own themselves. Ultimately this software could be used to control experiments on either the Shuttle or Space Station.

With such a diverse group of users, it is clear that the command and viewing tools need to be simple and familiar. The bandwidth needed for interaction should be manageable with a modem. Data should be portable in an open format. Specifically, design will be implemented around existing communications media. The choice here is an Ethernet and the TCP/IP protocols between remote terminals and in-lab host control computers. This is a familiar technology with much work being done to improve throughput and enhance reliable data transfer. The intent is to leverage such foundational tools throughout the design.

3.6 Data Logging and Data Formats

There are two types of data recorded here, images and measured transducers over time. To store this data in the most portable and efficient format, raw pixel format and text files are used respectively. File sizes are on the order of 10 MB for text logs and 0.25 MB per image for pictures. Efficient data transmission is left to the user’s default hardware and software. For example, a home PC with a 56 Kb modem logged on to the lab host using secure shell (ssh) permits commanding and stripcharting with adequate performance. Proprietary encrypted formats are avoided because of nonuniversal software tools needed to access the data and the excess size of such formats.

4 Natural Data Acquisition With Remote Operations

The problem was divided into four parts: (1) to establish clearly defined communication areas in shared memory for each device that must be managed, (2) to run each device as a separate concurrent process, (3) to provide a means to monitor and control devices independently and remotely, and (4) to provide data visualization tools to monitor progress of the experiment locally or remotely. The model, illustrated in Figure 2, consists of three sections identified from left to right as “initialization”, “shared memory” to support interprocess communication (IPC), and “concurrently running processes”.

The first tool named “EXPeriment” (EXP) is used to create and load the communication areas into a shared memory space. Instrument commands are read from setup scripts stored in an initialization file (see
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Figure 2: Software Model. The suite is identified by EXP and DEVRUN. G’NITE is the command interface. TEMPCNTRL, Frame Grabber, etc. are examples of the extensibility of this software suite.

Appendix for a sample .ini file) and written to the shared memory segments located in the CONTROL BLOCK (see Fig. 2) one set per device, for example, multimeter. The user needs to learn the few command strings that make up the scripts, and the command strings that are unique to each instrument. Researchers want to know such command strings if an instrument has routine utility and quality computer-based measurements are needed. The scripts are text files based upon a simple definition syntax, which allows users to specify instrument initialization, process control, and instrument termination command sequences unique to each device. As denoted in the figure this is the only process of the suite that is allowed to write into the CONTROL BLOCK region of shared memory. The EXPeriment module also attaches what are essentially virtual instruments to physical instruments by registering GPIB addresses as assigned by the user. This program need only be run once at computer power up. However, it can be re-run at any other time to reconfigure any of the instruments, even while an experiment is running.

After the shared memory is established and instructions “uploaded” the DEVRUN (DEVRUN) packages are started; one for each instrument. These programs read from the shared memory CONTROL BLOCK to set up and command their corresponding devices. A state diagram of the DEVRUN program is detailed in Figure 3. Multiple instances of DEVRUN may be run each in one of two modes. The first and simplest mode is described in the leftmost portion of the figure and depicts a typical session. Observe that once a process is begun it will drop into an infinite loop (signified by the dotted arrow) until either commanded by the monitoring process to quit or a PANIC instruction is received. The loop is executed on a user specified time interval and follows the sequence; command device, read data, (optionally) filter data, open logfiles, log data, close logfiles, and SLEEP until signaled to repeat loop. Data logs (see Fig. 5) are generated by each instance of DEVRUN with the relevant column headers defined for each device in its respective CONTROL BLOCK. Opening and closing logfiles with each DEVRUN loop is a way to preserve data upon computer or power failure. Periodically, new logfiles are started at the user’s request without the need to restart any processes that make up the experiment.
As suggested above, the DEVRUN modules may also be modified to do some processing on data that has been acquired. This feature is provided through a collection of filters, one for each DEVRUN, made active through command line arguments used at execution time. The filters are written in "C" and compiled into the DEVRUN modules themselves.

As an alternative, DEVRUN may be run in a second "POSTING" mode. This mode allows DEVRUN to be used in conjunction with other concurrent processes, for example, temperature control. In this way feedback loop control is provided. When invoked in this fashion the standard sequence of events is expanded (see Fig. 3) so that the DEVRUN process will write or "post" its results to both the logfiles and to another portion of shared memory referred to as the DATA BLOCK. Providing controlled access to this sensitive data area is crucial. To ensure data integrity and avoid DATA BLOCK overruns, semaphores have been employed [23]. Processes must first query the condition of the appropriate semaphore before using the related DATA BLOCK segment of shared memory. After posting its data, DEVRUN will relinquish control of the DATA BLOCK, signal its peer process and then sleep until the next cycle. The corresponding process will then attempt to acquire the DATA BLOCK, grab the data, release the data segment, process the data, command any devices as necessary, and then wait until it is signaled that new data is posted at which point the cycle begins anew. It is in this way that additional complex processing may be implemented.

Figure 3: State Diagram detailing the DEVice RUNtime process. Also depicted is an optional feedback loop featuring an InterProcess-Communication (IPC) interface between two concurrently running processes; DEVRUN and TEMPCNTRL.
The TEMPerature CoNTRoL modules are an excellent example of how this system may be extended to incorporate additional user functionality. InterProcess-Communication (IPC) is accomplished via signal interrupts and shared memory as described above. Once data is posted by DEVRUN, a user module may do whatever it requires without directly impacting the data acquisition suite. In this work, the suite was extended to do PID temperature control on two thermostat shells each with its own instance of TEMPCNTRL.

Other examples of extending the system are the FG module that manages the image capture and LCC. Likewise, an oscilloscope device has been added. The oscilloscope is implemented as a DEVRUN instance, while the FG is a modification of vendor supplied DOS source code to run in the LINUX environment. The FG process sleeps until it is triggered manually or by a timer. Upon receiving the trigger command the program steps through a series of voltages capturing rapid images of the test cell. The FG process then returns to sleep completing the cycle.

For stripchart data visualization, previously developed open-source space experiment software has been used (see Fig. 5). The software was developed with mature Athena widget and X-window tools. Image data are 540 x 480 8-bit grey scale pixels, stored in a raw pixel format, and accessible by a number of visualization and analysis tools such as ImageMagick, PV-WAVE, IDL, or MatLab. Image viewing tools may be chosen to suit user preference.

Remote operation is via simple telnet or secure shell logins. All processes can be started, interrogated, commanded, or terminated during a login session. Logoff can occur with no impact on running processes. Data visualization requires X-Windows software on the remote terminal. X-Windows for visualization was chosen because of its availability on all OSs, open standard based, and maturity. This suite is low bandwidth such that a 56 Kbps modem handles all but strip charts and images instantly. Secure Shell's compression scheme enables graphics refresh on the order of 10-15 seconds. Remote interaction is therefore fully functional as if sitting at the laboratory computer.

4.1 Interprocess Communications (IPC)

An important feature to note in this design is that memory areas are partitioned to force a type of data integrity (see Fig. 4). Only the EXP process is allowed to write into the CONTROL BLOCK region of shared memory. The DEVRUN processes may only read from the CONTROL BLOCK. When communication with user defined processes (e.g., TEMPerature CoNTRoL) is implemented through what is in essence a virtual bulletin board (i.e., the DATA BLOCK), adhering to the use of semaphores for posting and acquiring data helps to assure that other processes will be well behaved in this common data region. The DEVRUN processes themselves treat data in the DATA BLOCK as untrustworthy and hence log only the data acquired directly from the devices controlled. Processes that use the data from the DATA BLOCK must do their own data validation. If other processes somehow corrupt this region it will not affect the data acquisition suite’s reliability. It is the responsibility of the developers making additions to the suite to prevent violating this read/write rule and avoid potentially disastrous consequences.

4.2 The Command Interface

G’NITE Commander (see Fig. 5) is the name given to the device command user interface. It was developed using the ncurses library which allows for complete text-based screen management in a UNIX environment. The interface itself is rather spartan with the screen divided into several parts: (1) display, (2) command line, and (3) function key descriptions. Context sensitive help on control command syntax is also provided. The display allows one to view the various states of running processes or memory as requested by the user. Users may select to view process states, write new device commands directly into the CONTROL BLOCK, view or alter the DATA BLOCK for parameters like set-points, or terminate processes directly. This is the only tool that may actively alter any of the shared memory space and should therefore be used with prudence.

This interface requires a user to realize the shared memory blocks concept and know the command strings or parameters each device understands. The rest is self-explanatory.
Figure 4: Data integrity forced by direction of writes and reads.

5 Measures of Success

The current system has been in place for two years successfully controlling the interferometry experiment. The system is remotely controlled via a text-based user interface that allows command of all aspects of the experiment environment. The system has run continuously for extended periods of time (usually several months) without either restarting the suite or rebooting the computer. The CPU usage is less than 1% for all but strip chart graphics updates, which peak at 3.3%, for the interferometry experiment. One can therefore run multiple experiments on one computer and GPIB interface such as running several interferometer experiments and acquiring data from an oscilloscope or laser power meter interactively.

Additions to the suite have been made since its original development. These enhancements have been done seamlessly and independently of the core suite. Instruments have also been added without necessitating a rewrite of the code. Instruments may be installed at runtime or added later while the experiment is running without adversely impacting the runtime environment.

Using an Open Source platform has allowed researchers to incorporate additional features into the environment without modifying existing tools. For example, the use of Secure Shell improves security without debilitating the suite in any way. Quite the opposite, with the compression features such tools offer researchers improved remote performance.

Designing the system as loosely coupled modules with weak cohesion, involving users in design issues, and purposing to create code that is maintainable has generated a system that is simple, robust, and efficient and was done so in a remarkably short period of development time. The entire system (see Table 1) was developed over a 10-week period. Eight nonfatal errors were found and were addressed in subsequent patches. The system has been tested rigorously and continues to be used as a daily research tool.

6 Conclusions

One of the key features of this approach is the ability to separate commands unique to each instrument from being embedded into the source code. This markedly reduces the time it takes to bring instruments into the context of the experimental environment as users need not focus on coding issues but only on how to set up and command their instrument(s). Separation of tasks means that the system is more reliable overall.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Name</th>
<th>Number of Lines of Code (LOC)</th>
<th>Number of Blank Lines</th>
<th>Number of Comment Lines</th>
<th>Number of Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPERiment</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVice RUNtime</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPerature CoN-TRoL</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G`NITE Commander</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Trigger</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter A</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>2059</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Program development metrics for the Data Acquisition Suite and the G`NITE Commander

Allowing for independent processes to be run concurrently and providing communication via IPC hooks (i.e., interrupts and the DATA BLOCK) implies that new programs may be added without rewriting the existing systems. So long as the directed method for reading and writing shared memories is not violated one may have confidence that processes will run reliably. Restricting data logs to generic open formats grants a wider range of tools from which to select for live visualization and post processing of data. Having written these applications in ANSI C may shorten the time required to port them to other platforms, especially other UNIX's. Serendipitous advances in open source UNIX's will serve to make this solution more attractive to users.

This work confirms the belief that the six critical factors of scientific software: (1) careful systematic design and implementation, (2) reliable performance, (3) minimal control mechanisms, (4) simple data visualization, (5) remote capability, and (6) portable data formats, are achievable with modest resources and will produce high-performance, high-quality software tools that will find a value beyond their immediate use. This suite provides a natural, transferable medium through which to conduct experiments. This effort has not sought to exhaust all of the possible tool types that one may value in conducting research. More importantly this work in no way impedes such growth but rather provides a solid bedrock of tools from which to do further development. It is puzzling that this approach, which stresses simplicity, clarity, and extensibility of laboratory software, seems to be foreign to software developers and downright alien to vendors as a whole.
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8 Appendices

This section provides snapshots of files and images presented in the reading.

Algorithm \textit{INSTRUMENT.INI}

1. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
2. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
3. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
4. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
5. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
6. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
7. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
8. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
9. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
10. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
11. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
12. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
13. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
14. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
15. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
16. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
17. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
18. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
19. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
20. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
21. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
22. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
23. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
24. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
25. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
26. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
27. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
28. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
29. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
30. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
31. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
32. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
33. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
34. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
35. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
36. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
37. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
38. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
39. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
40. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
41. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
42. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
43. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
44. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
45. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
46. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
47. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
48. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
49. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
50. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
51. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
52. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
53. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
54. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
55. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
56. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
57. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
58. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
59. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
60. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
61. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
62. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
63. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
64. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
65. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
66. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
67. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
68. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
69. # Sample Setup File for Experimental DAQ and Temperature Control (PID)
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"SENS:VOLT:AC:AVG:COUN 8" !* integer 1 to 100
"SENS:VOLT:AC:AVG:STAT OFF"

# ****************************************

"ROUT:SCAN:SEL:NONE" !* disable all scanning operations, clean up
"INIT:CONT OFF"
"ABOR" !* if there is an acquisition going, stop it
"ROUT:SCAN:INT:FUNC (1:10), 'NONE'" !* if any channels configured, clear them

# channel 1
"ROUT:SCAN:INT:FUNC (1), 'VOLT:DC'" !*

# channel 2
"ROUT:SCAN:INT:FUNC (2), 'RES'" !*

# channel 3
"ROUT:SCAN:INT:FUNC (3), 'RES'" !*

"ROUT:SCAN:SEL INT" ! Select the Above Configured Channels

# Set up triggering protocols
"ARM:LAY1:COUN 1" !* No. of passes thru Layer
"ARM:LAY1:SOUR IMM" !* trigger immediately when commanded
"ARM:LAY2:COUN 1" !*
"ARM:LAY2:SOUR IMM" !*

# Dynamic and dependent on # channels active
"TRIG:COUN 5" ! No. of channels to scan
"TRIG:SOUR IMM" ! trigger immediately when commanded

# Trace scan channels and provide/sense all readings in engineering format
"TRAC:CLEAR" !
"TRAC:EGR FULL" !
"TRAC:POIN 5" ! No. of channels to scan (buffer size)
"TRAC:FEED SENSE" !*
"ABORT" !
"TRAC:FEED:CONT NEXT" !* rearms multimeter
"INIT:IMM" !* start multimeter to sample
"SLEEP(8)" ! allow time for multimeter to accept and act on cmds
"SEND"

# ****************************************

"SYST:AZER:STAT ON" ! take a little dead time to reset zero on DMM
"TRAC:DATA?" ! send data from buffer to computer
"IBREAD" !
"ABOR" !
"SYST:AZER:STAT OFF"
"TRAC:FEED:CONT NEXT" !* rearms multimeter
"INIT:IMM" ! triggers multimeter again

# go off and do pid after this statement and log to file here
"SEND"
"D_END"

"EOF" ! end of setup file
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Figure 5: Screenshot of typical experiment runtime command and control.
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